We present some interesting classes of functions that are defined on the quaternions as solutions for a linear operator that resembles the CauchyRiemann conditions. Unlike the Fueter-regular functions; In this case the identity function is a solution and solutions are closed under the quaternionic product. We remark, and give an alternative path in order to repeat a result first due to Rinehart, that provides sufficient and necessary conditions for a complex, differentiable function to be regular in the Fueter sense, when turned into a quaternionic function by the Cullen method.
I. INTRODUCTION
"Quaternionic analysis" refers to many different types of extensions of the Cauchy-Riemann equations on the quaternion field. Fueter's approach; the regular functions, is a rich theory that contains quaternionic versions of Cauchy's theorem and Cauchy's integral formula. Probably the best modern reference for the regular functions, in their general form, is Sudbery. The elegance of this generalization is perhaps clouded by the lack of some algebraic properties of the Complex Analysis: Regular functions cannot be multiplied or composed to obtain new regular functions and the identity function is not even regular. In recent years S.L Eriksson and H. Leutwiler have introduced a modified Dirac equation (related to the Cauchy-Riemann-Fueter condition for regularity), which gives rise to the Hyperholomorphic functions, which has also shown to be of great richness. It is interesting to note that Hyperholomorphic functions contains the identity function as well as its powers. Following that spirit this work is an attempt to study some other modifications of the Fueter operator whose solutions are algebraic closed (under the quaternionic product) and thus complex-like. What is complex-like in the quaternionic field is per se a broad question. Another way to reformulate it could be the following: In how many ways the quaternions contains the complex plane? The answer seems to depend on which special property of the complex numbers one is interested in. As we want a system of solutions for some Cauchy-Riemann equations that: are algebraic closed as quaternions and that contains the identity, we start by adding a rather strict condition: the functions evaluated at some point will not change the direction of the imaginary part of the quaternion. The study of such functions was first done by Cullen. Informally one obtains a process that turns the complex function z n onto the quaternion function p n . We consider the set of commutative function such that they are analytic when restricted to some complex plane into the quaternions. This is our starting point for the first of three classes of functions. The second class appears naturally when one evaluates the Fueter operator on the power of quaternions and appeared first on C.A Deavours article on the quaternion calculus. The third class, the most basic, are actually the Cullen functions. Deavours deduced that the Cullen functions would be solutions for the operator that defines the second class. We show that this result might be incomplete as there seems to be solutions for this class that are essentially different than Cullen's functions. On the study of these classes and their associated differential operators we take advantage on the fact that the Fueter operator is coordinate-indepent. As the Cullen functions are associated with a imaginary polar-like coordinate system (a generalization of cilindrical coordinates), for the quaternions we show that at least one of our solutions classes is closedly related to the Fueter's regularity. The bridge, in this case, is based on a observation by Rinehart, that gives sufficient and necessary conditions for a complex function to be regular when turned into a quaternionic function by the Cullen method. These complex functions are not analytical, in general, and perhaps their study could lead to interesting properties for their regular, quaternionic pairs.
II. DEFINITIONS
Let p be any quaternion, we write p in the canonical coordinates as:
Let f be a quaternionic map that commutes with its own argument in a open set ω:
They are naturally related to complex maps. As we want to emphasize this we call these maps for extrinsic complex (EC).
Proposition 1 f is EC (in some open set ω) if and only if there exists real functions u(p), v(p), defined on ω such that:
where
By fixing ι p ∈ S 2 we associate to ω a open subsetω in the upper complex plane, in the following way:
In the same way we associate a EC map to a family of complex maps, parametrized by S 2 and defined onω p :
We say f ip is a complex component of the EC quaternionic map f . If f is such that it only has one component we say f is intrinsic complex (IC).
We add now differential conditions on our EC functions to relate them to complex analytic functions. All the Classes we are going to define are understood to be C 1 . We say a EC map f is of Class I if and only if it satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equation:
A EC function is called of Class II if and only if:
A function of Class I that is also IC, that is, with only one complex component is called of Class III.
Finally, a EC function is called regular if and only if:
The operator first defined in (10) is known as the Fueter (or sometimes Cauchy-Riemann-Fueter) operator. We show the left version of this operator, namely
We are interested in being able to use this operator in any given coordinate system that is invariant under rotations. We consider the following; let (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) be any coordinate system of the quaternions that can be written as an automorphism of the quaternions, and we define a operator in this new coordinate system as:
where the products and inverses involved are quaternionic. We claim this is the Fueter operator in this arbitrary coordinate system. Remark The author would like to avoid the use of the word "claim" and turn the above paragraph into a proposition, unfortunately, this is still undone.
In particular, if we use the canonical coordinates (t, x, y, z) we re-obtain (12) applicated to f .
It is expected that the Class II does not depend upon choice of a coordinate system. Until then we assume the definition is based on the canonical coordinates.
III. SOME PROPERTIES ON CLASSES I TO III
Given two regular functions f, g (not necesarilly EC) in some open set ω in general it is not true that f g or gf will be regular. This is an important difference between the Fueter regularity and the classical analyticity, and makes the generation of regular functions more difficult. Another weakness in the Fueter regularity is that the identity function f (p) = p is not regular. Classes I to III, on the other side, behave nicely with respect to the quaternionic product and contain the identity function. This is a straight-forward, uninteresting calculation and will be omitted.
Proposition 3
Multiplying (15) by x, (16) by y and (17) by z and summing turns these three equations in only one. So we obtain only two equations, namely:
Turning back these two equations in coordinates t, r, ι p is exactly (8). So f is of Class I. Now let f be of Class III. Let (α, β) be any parametrization of S 2 , in spherical coordinates. We observe that if f is of Class III this implies that:
Applying the Fueter operator to f in (t, r, ι p ) = (t, r, α, β) coordinates is:
Because of (19) we observe that
A Class III functions is by definition of Class I, the first two summands in (20) are precisely the Class I condition and so they vanish, this together with the previous calculation shows that:
and so f is of Class II. 
IV. CLASS II IS NOT CLASS III
Proof Because f is assumed of Class II then for any parametrization of the sphere f satisfies:
As a parametrization of the sphere we choose the standard spherical coordinates, we only discuss the local case and so we assume the base point imaginary part being non-zero:
We observe that
and
By the assumption: r = 0 and we rewrite (24) as:
We substitute f = u + ι p v in (28) and obtain:
Now we write (30) explicitly in terms of the parametrization:
the square norm of these vectors, are:
Since ι
, and the same holds if we replace α by β. As these two imaginary vectors anticommute their quaternionic product is exactly their cross product. The anticommutativity still holds if we replace any of these vectors by their inverses. We continue this calculation expressing these vectors in terms of the parametrization:
We substitute this expressions in (21):
Which finally implies:
Consider the function f = xr −1 ι p is a Class I function that is not Class II. We observe also that the following function:
is a Class II function that is not of Class III.
V. REGULAR IC FUNCTIONS
We now look for sufficient and necessary conditions that a IC function has to meet in order to be regular, in other words, that f satisfies:
Because the function is IC, it only has one complex component, so:
Which occurs if and only if
As before, let us callf the (unique) complex component of the quaternionic function f . It is clear thatf has to satisfy the non-analytic condition:
We summarize all of this in the following 
Proof The first affirmation is immediate. For the second affirmation is just enough to note that Class III functions are in particular Class II. As a consequence we can provide a functional that turns analytical functions onto complex functions that satisfy (36) and therefore will result into regular functions when transformed in quaternionic functions.
Proposition 6 Let z = x + iy and f = u + iv be a analytical function, defined on the upper complex plane. Let f ′ (z) be its total derivative evaluated at a point z. Define a functional L as:
Then L(f ) will satisfy (47)
VI. MISCELLANEOUS
By a straight-forward calculation is obtained a simple formula for the jacobian determinant of a Class II function at a given point.
Consider the image of the constant imaginary function i under L.
Now consider the associated Cullen function.
We observe this function is EC and regular. 
